
COSTA RICA
SPACE COAST BIRDING AND WILDLIFE FESTIVAL 
2020 POST-FESTIVAL TRIP 

January 28 - February 4, 2020

During this 7-day post-festival trip for the 
Space Coast Birding and Wildlife Festival, 
you will travel through distinct environmental 
locations as you discover Costa Rica’s impressive 
biological footprint, its amazing wildlife and 
its remarkable story of conservation, which has 
been ongoing since the 1980s. You’ll also attend 
interesting presentations on environmental 
topics, and participate in guided nature walks 
and adventure activities, such as boat rides 
and traversing hanging bridges across tropical 
rainforest, as you learn about this tiny, but 
amazing country.

•	 Take a tractor and boat tour through the Tempisque 
Basin’s dry tropical forest, an important habitat for 
monkeys, crocodiles, iguanas, and migratory and 
aquatic birds. 

•	 Meet a Quaker family in Monteverde, where a group 
of American Quakers, fearful of growing militaristic 
attitudes in the States, fled to Costa Rica in 1951.

•	 Boat across Arenal Lake and explore the myriad 
trails and scenic bridges on the 600 acres of tropical 
rainforest at Místico Arenal Hanging Bridges.

•	 Learn about bat diversity and biology and their role as 
pollinators at Bat Jungle as you observe bats feeding, 
flying, and socializing within their exhibits.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

holbrook.travel/bna-cr20

COSTA RICA

Costa Rica iguana by Joaquin Garcia

Hosted by:



FEBRUARY 4 - DEPART
Depart for the airport in time to catch the JetBlue flight back to 
Orlando. (B)

JANUARY 28 - SAN JOSÉ
Upon arrival in San José, transfer to the hotel. For those arriving 
in the early afternoon, join the guide for some birding around 
the hotel grounds. Orientation this evening to get to know your 
guide and fellow travelers. Welcome dinner at hotel restaurant. 
Check in starts at 3:00 pm. Overnight at Hotel Bougainvillea. (D)

JANUARY 29 - TEMPISQUE
Biodiversity of Costa Rica lecture (at the hotel immediately after 
breakfast) then travel to La Ensenada. Presentation about La 
Ensenada by our guide, and lunch en route. Relax on arrival, 
dinner, night critter walk with guide. Overnight at La Ensenada 
Lodge. (BLD)

JANUARY 30 - TEMPISQUE
Take a tractor and boat tour through the Tempisque Basin’s dry 
tropical forest, an important habitat for monkeys, crocodiles, 
iguanas, and migratory and aquatic birds. On a guided hike, 
see deciduous and evergreen tropical dry forest, brackish and 
freshwater wetlands, mangrove swamps, and the tidal estuarine 
ecosystem. Overnight at La Ensenada Lodge. (BLD)

JANUARY 31 - MONTEVERDE
Depart for Monteverde. Afternoon visit to Monteverde Butterfly 
Garden. Evening talk with Sara Stucky on Climate Change. 
Overnight at Montaña Monteverde. (BLD)

FEBRUARY 1 - MONTEVERDE
This morning, visit Curi Cancha. Then meet a Quaker family for 
lunch. In 1951, a group of American Quakers, fearful of growing 
militaristic attitudes in the States, fled to Costa Rica. Costa Rica’s 
lack of a military made it an inviting option for their pacifist 
beliefs. This group settled in Monteverde, intending to transform 
the area into profitable farmland. They developed a successful 
cheese industry but they also recognized the importance of the 
watershed and helped establish the area’s first wildlife sanctuary. 
Next, we’ll visit Bat Jungle, a facility designed and managed by 
bat biologist Dr. Richard LaVal. Interpretive displays describe 
bat diversity and biology and their role as pollinators in nature. 
With more than 90 bats, representing eight different species, 
visitors have the rare opportunity to observe bats feeding, flying, 
and socializing within their exhibits. Overnight at Montaña 
Monteverde. (BLD)

FEBRUARY 2 - ARENAL
Travel by land and boat across Arenal Lake. We’ll visit Místico 
Arenal Hanging Bridges and explore some of its myriad trails 
and scenic bridges. This nature reserve has more than 600 acres 
of tropical rainforest that can be explored through a network of 
trails, hanging bridges, and standing bridges. Late afternoon, 
take a walk around the lodge grounds if time permits while the 
guide talks about the natural history of this area in Costa Rica. 
Overnight at Arenal Observatory Lodge. (BLD)

FEBRUARY 3 - ARENAL
Walk the Observatory trails in the morning, farm visit/lunch 
at Vida Campesina OR visit Danaus Eco Center with lunch in 
La Fortuna. Afternoon free to do individual activities such as 
visit a hot spring or other adventure activity. Overnight at Arenal 
Observatory Lodge. (BLD)

BLD = BREAKFAST, LUNCH, DINNER

ITINERARY

LAND PRICING

$2,535 (10 participants)
Cost includes meals, accommodations, and activities as indicated 
in the itinerary, in-country transportation, full-time guide for 
duration of program, all tips/gratuities, and bottled water on the 
bus.
Does not include international airfare, estimated at $575 from 
Orlando, or items of a personal nature. 

Your participation in this program benefits Space Coast Audubon, 
MIWA, and the Brevard Nature Alliance. Cost is based on double 
occupancy; for a single room throughout the trip add $325 per person. 
Limited availability for single rooms. A $200 per person deposit and 
enrollment form are required to reserve your space on the trip. This 
deposit is refundable excluding a $100 cancellation fee until October 
25, 2019 at which time non-refundable final payment is due.

THE FINE PRINT

Holbrook Travel purchases Travel Protection on behalf of all 
participants. This plan provides coverage once the trip has 
departed and offers benefits for Baggage/Personal Effects, 
Accident & Sickness Medical Expenses, Emergency Evacuation 
and more. 
Optional additional coverage is available in the form of the 
Group Deluxe Plan, which offers benefits for Trip Cancellation/
Interruption, in addition to many other insurance benefits 
and non-insurance assistance services. This affordable option is 
strongly recommended in the event you have to cancel your trip 
after making the final payment. Please call for more information, 
which will also be provided upon enrollment in the trip.

TRAVEL PROTECTION

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO ENROLL
Visit holbrook.travel/bna-cr20 or contact Jen Hajj at jenhajj@holbrooktravel.com or 800-451-7111 ext. 353

Arenal Volcano by Bernal Saborio


